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The feedback of quasars on their galactic environment
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ABSTRACT

Quasar outflows might either quench (negative) or enhance (positive feedback) star formation in

galaxies located in the quasar environment. The possible outcome depend on 4 parameters: the

quasar (σ) and satellite (σ∗) halo velocity dispersion, their relative distance, d, and satellite disk

radius, rd. We find that: (i) small satellites with σ∗ < 164 σ
2/3
200 km s−1 have their star formation

quenched; (ii) in larger satellites, star formation, and hence UV/FIR luminosity, is instead boosted by

> 80% in a burst with typical duration of 5−10 Myr, if the following positive feedback criterion is met:

d/rd < 15(Q/η)1/2σ200, where Q ≈ 1 is the satellite disk Toomre parameter; the disruption parameter

(see eq. 17) must be η > 1 to prevent complete satellite gas removal. We compare our predictions

with ALMA data finding that observed satellites of z ' 6 QSOs on average form stars at a 3× higher

rate with respect to field galaxies at the same redshift. Further tests of the model are suggested.

Keywords: (galaxies:) quasars: general – galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: ISM

1. INTRODUCTION

Amongst the most powerful and luminous ( >∼ 1013L�)

objects in the Universe, quasars (QSOs) are thought to

produce their enormous energy from the accretion of

gas onto supermassive ( >∼ 108M�) black-holes (Frank

et al. 2002). The number of known quasars has steadily

increased in recent years, making them rather common

sources, even at the highest redshifts so far explored

(Carnall et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2015; Reed et al. 2015;

Venemans et al. 2015a; Wu et al. 2015; Matsuoka et al.

2016; Reed et al. 2017; Bañados et al. 2018; Yang et al.

2020; Wang et al. 2021).

Part of the momentum carried by radiation can be

transferred to the surrounding gas of the quasar host,

thereby launching powerful outflows which might ex-

tend to tens of kpc distances, often comparable to the

virial radius of the host dark matter halo. Such large-

scale gaseous outflows have been observed in various

gas phases (see, e.g., Maiolino et al. 2012; Cicone et al.

2014; Carniani et al. 2015; Fiore et al. 2017; Fluetsch

et al. 2019, 2021), and represent one of the most spec-

tacular and effective consequences of quasar feedback

(Silk & Rees 1998; Menci et al. 2008; Faucher-Giguère

& Quataert 2012).
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Although the effect of quasar feedback onto the host

galaxy has been the focus of numerous works (see, e.g.,

Silk & Rees 1998; Bower et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2006;

Barai et al. 2018; van der Vlugt & Costa 2019; Costa

et al. 2020), the possibility that outflows can signifi-

cantly affect galaxies residing in the quasar environment

(in short, ”satellites”) has been, so far, only marginally

considered.

On general grounds, there is no clear consensus on

the effect of outflows on satellite galaxies. At relatively

low redshift, some observational and numerical studies

have claimed that star formation (SF) in satellite galax-

ies can be quenched because of an enhanced intergalac-

tic medium temperature (z ∼ 0; Mart́ın-Navarro et al.

2019), and/or gas stripping (z < 3; Dashyan et al. 2019).

Other works have suggested instead that SF can be en-

hanced because of the gas density increase produced by

the outflow (z . 2; Croft et al. 2006; Fragile et al. 2017;

Gilli et al. 2019). Additional proposed mechanisms in-

volve the effect of quasar outflows in piercing the host

gas halo, lowering its density in a bi-polar region. This

would reduce the effect of ram-pressure stripping affect-

ing those satellites that are falling close to these re-

gions, eventually resulting in a SF excess, with respect

to the companions orbiting far from the outflows (z ∼ 0;

Mart́ın-Navarro et al. 2021).

At higher redshift, the picture is even more blurred.

Theoretical works (Efstathiou 1992; Thoul & Weinberg
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Figure 1. Sketch of the model showing key symbols used.

1996; Okamoto et al. 2008, 2 . z . 9) and observa-

tions (Kashikawa et al. 2007, z ∼ 5) discuss the possible

quenching of SF in satellites caused by QSO photoion-

ization. Zana et al. (2022) studied the effect of z > 6

quasar outflows on satellites in cosmological simulations.

They find that galaxies directly impacted by the outflow

have their SF rate enhanced by a factor 2− 3, likely be-

cause of a gas pressure increase within the satellite.

With the aim of clarifying some of these issues, here

we present a simple analytical model identifying the con-

ditions for which QSO outflows can either suppress or

enhance the SF rate of surrounding satellites.

The paper is organized as follows1. In Sec. 2 we define

the properties of the QSO environment in which the

outflow propagates (Sec. 3). The possible effects of

the outflow shell (Sec. 4) on the satellite galaxies is

discussed in Sec. 5. The main result of the work, a

criterion for the outflow to produce a positive feedback

(i.e., an enhancement of the SF rate in the satellites), is

presented in Sec. 6; this is then compared with available

data in Sec. 7. A summary (Sec. 8) concludes the paper.

2. QUASAR ENVIRONMENT

Consider a quasar (QSO) hosted by a galaxy embed-

ded in a spherical dark matter (DM) halo of total mass

M . In addition to DM, the QSO environment is made

of (a) gas, which we assume to follow the same distribu-

tion as the DM, and (b) galaxy satellites gravitationally

bound to the central host galaxy. Our aim it to under-

stand how the properties of the satellites are affected

by the outflow launched by the QSO. A sketch of the

1 Throughout the paper, we assume a flat Universe with the fol-
lowing cosmological parameters: ΩMh

2 = 0.1428, ΩΛ = 1 − ΩM,
and ΩBh

2 = 0.02233, h = 0.6732, σ8 = 0.8101, where ΩM,
ΩΛ, ΩB are the total matter, vacuum, and baryonic densities,
in units of the critical density; h is the Hubble constant in units
of 100 km s−1 , and σ8 is the late-time fluctuation amplitude pa-
rameter (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018).

scenario is shown in Fig. 1, also highlighting the key

symbols used in the paper.

Assume that the gas distribution follows a singular

isothermal radial density profile,

ρg(R) =
fgσ

2

2πGR2
, (1)

where σ is the velocity dispersion of typical QSO host

galaxy spheroids, and fg is the gas fraction in the sys-

tem. This number is bound from above by the cosmo-

logical value: fg < fc = ΩB/ΩM = 0.156, but we allow

for smaller values to account for the fact that an amount

M? of the baryons is contained in stars (see eq. 10 be-

low). The corresponding gas mass contained within R

is

Mg(< R) =
2fgσ

2

G
R. (2)

One can show (Shapiro et al. 1999) that in this case

the virial temperature of the system, Tvir = µmpσ
2/kB ,

where µ is the gas mean molecular weight, mp is the

proton mass and kB the Boltzmann constant. Follow-

ing Shapiro et al. (1999), we use this relation to define

the truncation radius, Rt, which we take as an approx-

imation to the virial radius, rvir, and circular velocity2,

vc = (GM/Rt)
1/2 ≈ 1.4σ, of the system:

Rt= 403

(
M

1013M�

)1/3

(1 + zc)
−1h−2/3 kpc, (3)

σ= 234

(
M

1013M�

)1/3

(1 + zc)
1/2h1/3 km s−1. (4)

In the previous equations, h is the nondimensional Hub-

ble constant, and zc the halo collapse redshift, here taken

to be zc = 6. By combining the two previous eqs. we ob-

tain3 the useful relation σkms = 0.58(1 + zc)
3/2hRt,kpc.

3. QUASAR OUTFLOWS

The QSO initially launches a radiation-pressure

driven, relativistic wind (vw = ζc ' 0.1c), (King &

Pounds 2003; King 2010) emanating from the accre-

tion disk powering the central supermassive black hole

(SMBH). We follow Ferrara & Scannapieco (2016, here-

after FS) and assume that the wind material has a con-

stant velocity vw and an outflow rate Ṁw ≡ dMw/dt,

such that the momentum rate is equal to

dMw

dt
vw '

LE
c
, (5)

2 We warn that the σ value in eq. 4 is higher by ≈ 4% with respect
to Shapiro et al. (1999) due to their assumption of a truncated
isothermal sphere (TIS) with a central core.

3 We use the notation Yx = Y/x in appropriate units
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where LE is the Eddington luminosity of a black hole of

mass M•,

LE =
4πGM•c

κes
= 1.54× 1038

(
M•
M�

)
erg s−1, (6)

and κes = 0.4 cm2 g−1 is the electron scattering opacity.

The corresponding kinetic energy input rate is

1

2

dMw

dt
v2
w '

L2
E

2Ṁwc2
' λ

2
LE ≡ Lw, (7)

where we have further assumed the outflow rate equals

the Eddington rate, Ṁw ≈ ṀE , and λ ≡ LE/(Ṁwc
2) '

0.1 is the canonical radiative accretion efficiency (Yu &

Tremaine 2002).

The wind expansion drives a forward spherical shock

propagating in the halo, whose radius we define as R1,

and a reverse shock, located at a radius R2 < R1, prop-

agating back into the wind. In between, a contact dis-

continuity separates the shocked gas and wind material.

As detailed in FS, the gas passing through the reverse

shock cools extremely rapidly due to the the strong cool-

ing provided by inverse Compton scattering. As a result,

the shocked gas rapidly loses pressure and collapses in a

thin shell whose expansion is driven by momentum injec-

tion from the quasar radiation. Such momentum-driven

phase ends quite rapidly (≈ 104 yr) as flux geometrical

dilution produces a drop in the Compton cooling rate.

This occurs at a radial distance from the quasar equal

to

RC = 0.25σ200ζ
2
−1M

1/2
•,8 kpc, (8)

where ζ−1 ≡ vw/0.1c, and σ200 = σ/200 km s−1 = 1 cor-

responds, from eq. 4, to a halo mass M = 6.3×1012(1+

zc)
−3/2h−1M�. Beyond RC , the shocked wind material

remains very hot and highly pressurized, so the outflow-

ing motions are energy-driven, rather than momentum-

driven. As RC � Rt, for our purposes we will neglect

this initial phase, and consider the shell expansion in

the energy-conserving regime, where the wind luminos-

ity Lw = (λ/2)LE is conserved.

According to Zubovas & King (2014) the SMBH mass

at the transition to the energy-driven regime is

Mσ =
fgκesσ

4

πG2
= 2.3× 109fgσ

4
200M�. (9)

Knowing the SMBH mass, we can compute fg at the

onset of the outflow. Up to that point the baryonic (gas

+ stellar) mass is conserved: Mg + M? = fcM . We

further assume that the M• −M? relation holds, pose

M• 'Mσ = αM?, and use eqs. 4 and 9 to obtain

fg =
fc

1 + (0.0045/α)σ200
. (10)

Using the locally measured4 SMBH-to-stellar mass ra-

tio α = 0.00186 (Ding et al. 2020) from the so-called

M• − σ relation, we obtain fg ≈ 0.05 for σ200 = 1. For

simplicity, and given the uncertainties, we will use the

value fg = 0.05 in the following.

The time evolution of the shell, of radius Rs, is found

from the simultaneous solution of the momentum and

energy equations (Weaver et al. 1977):

d

dt

[
Mg(< Rs)Ṙs

]
=
LE
c

+ 4πR2
sp, (11)

3

2

d

dt

(
4π

3
R3
sp

)
= Lw − 4πR2

spṘs, (12)

where p is the (time-dependent) pressure of the cavity

bounded by the shell. We have neglected cooling losses

in the energy equation as we will show (Sec. 4) that,

due to the ∝ r−2 density distribution, the evolution is

essentially adiabatic. We also neglect gravity as we will

see below that the shell velocity largely exceeds σ.

In the energy-driven phase, by construction, LE/c�
4πR2

sp. By substituting the previous expressions for

Mg(R), Lw, LE into eqs. 11-12, and further assuming

that M• = Mσ, we find

Rs,e =

(
2λcσ2

3

)1/3

t ≡ vs,et, (13)

i.e. the shell moves at a constant velocity vs,e =

930σ
2/3
200km s−1 , regardless of fg.

4. SHELL PROPERTIES

A parcel of the halo gas engulfed by the forward shock,

travelling at a speed Ṙs = 1
2 (γ+1)vs,e = (4/3)vs,e for an

adiabatic index γ = 5/3, will be heated to a temperature

T2 =
3µmp

16kB
Ṙ2
s = 2.2× 107σ

4/3
200 K. (14)

Assuming that the post-shock medium has a density

ρ2 = 4ρg(R), appropriate for a strong shock, and that

the cooling function Λ(T ) = 3 × 10−23(T/107K)−0.7

erg cm3 s−1 (Sutherland & Dopita 1993) in the range

105K <∼ T <∼ 107K, we find that the cooling time is

tc =
3

8

µmpkT2

ρgΛ(T2)
= 0.45σ0.27

200 R
2
s,kpc Myr, (15)

where µ = 0.65 for the metal-enriched, ionized halo gas,

and we have used eqs. 1 and 14. This timescale is shorter

than the dynamical time of the shock td ' 3Rs/4vs,e =

0.79Rs,kpcσ
−2/3
200 Myr only for Rs,kpc < 1.7σ−0.94

200 = Rf .

4 The value of α at z >∼ 6 is very poorly determined.
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Beyond Rf the shock becomes adiabatic and gas cannot

cool in a thin shell. Nevertheless, most of the swept-up

mass piles up in a thick shell of hot gas located be-

hind Rs. Moreover, as Rf � Rt we can safely neglect

the brief initial shock radiative phase resulting in a thin

shell. The structure function, i.e. the distribution of the

mass within the cavity carved by a non-radiative wind,

depends on various parameters and ambient gas density

distribution (for a full calculation see e.g. the classic pa-

pers by Weaver et al. (1977); Truelove & McKee (1999)).

Here a more approximate treatment will suffice for our

scopes. To compute the thickness of the shell, δRs we

simply use mass conservation of the halo swept-up gas

ending up in the shell:

Mg(< Rs) =
2fgσ

2

G
Rs = 4πρ2(Rs)R

2
sδRs, (16)

which gives δRs = Rs/4.

As the shock and the thick shell run over a satellite

galaxy orbiting the halo, two outcomes are in principle

possible: (a) the ISM of the galaxy might be stripped

by the ram pressure of the impinging outflow, or (b) SF

can be boosted by disk gas compression. We analyse

these two scenarios separately in the following Sections.

5. SATELLITE GAS REMOVAL

We start by considering the condition leading to (a).

Early works studied the problem of a gas cloud of radius

Rcl run over by a shock, and the resulting instabilities.

Basically, the shock may induce Kelvin-Helmoltz (KH)

instabilities that strip the gas from the cloud. However,

these authors showed that the instability can be sup-

pressed if the cloud is bound by a sufficiently strong

gravitational potential. For example, Murray et al.

(1993); Vietri et al. (1997) found that the stability of

a gravitating cloud against disruption by a shock trav-

elling at velocity Ṙs is guaranteed when the critical pa-

rameter,

η =
g∆Rcl

2πṘ2
s

> 1, (17)

where ∆ is the cloud overdensity with respect to the

background medium, and g is the cloud surface gravity.

The above condition can be recasted in a cosmologi-

cal framework (Cen & Riquelme 2008, see also Sigward

et al. 2005) in which the cloud is a satellite galaxy em-

bedded in a halo with properties similar to the central

galaxy, i.e. a truncated isothermal sphere with velocity

dispersion σ∗, see Sec. 2.

In this situation, g = GM(< r)/r2 = 2σ2
∗/r, where

r is the satellite galactocentric radius, ∆ = 18π2 is the

halo overdensity according to the nonlinear collapse the-

ory, and Ṙs = (4/3)vs,e. We evaluate η as a function of

r, thereby substituting Rcl with r, but it turns out that

η is independent of r:

η =
81

8
π

(
σ∗
vs,e

)2

. (18)

The stability condition, η > 1, sets the minimum value

of σ∗ for the satellite to survive the shock passage:

σ∗ >

√
8

81π
vs,e = 0.177 vs,e = 164 σ

2/3
200 km s−1 (19)

From the previous equation, we see that only relatively

massive satellites can retain their gas, while smaller ones

have their gas stripped by the outflow. As a rule of

thumb, eq. 19 states that satellites with halo mass
<∼ 1/2 of the QSO host one have their gas removed by

the outflow.

6. ENHANCED STAR FORMATION

We now analyse the second possibility (b). In satel-

lites satisfying eq. 19, the outflow travels at a veloc-

ity vs,e which is larger than the escape speed from the

satellite. However, the gas in the shell is decelerated

by a shock as it enters the satellite halo, cools5, and

eventually joins the ISM of the galaxy.

As the shell impacts on the satellite galaxy disk, it

enhances its pressure. The ISM gets compressed, cools

and gets denser thereby stimulating a burst of SF6. The

outflow exerts a pressure, ps, given by

ps =
1

2
ρsv

2
s,e =

fgσ
2

πG

1

d2
v2
s,e (20)

where the gas density in the shell is

ρs =
2fgσ

2

πG

1

d2
= 2× 10−23

(
σ200

dkpc

)2

g cm−3, (21)

and we have used the relation ρs = 4ρg; d is the radial

distance of the satellite from the QSO at the impact

time. Numerically we obtain

ps = 8.65× 10−8d−2
kpcσ

10/3
200 erg cm−3. (22)

We now model the satellite galaxy as a disk also lo-

cated in a isothermal halo as in eq. 1 with velocity

dispersion σ∗. The disk is assumed to be in centrifu-

gal equilibrium, and rotate at a (Keplerian) angular fre-

quency Ω =
√

2σ∗/r. It follows that the disk Toomre

5 We speculate cooling of the shocked gas at the outflow-satellite
interface should produce copious Lyα emission, as recently ob-
served by Vito et al. (2020).

6 A similar mechanism has been proposed by Zubovas et al. (2013)
to explain SF bursts in the QSO host galaxy.
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parameter Q is

Q =
κΩcs
πGΣd

=

√
2Ωcs

πGρdH
, (23)

where c2s = pd/ρd is the gas isothermal sound speed

(taken to be cs = 10 km s−1 ); ρd, Σd, H, pd are the disk

volume and surface density, scale height, and pressure,

respectively. We have also introduced the epicyclic fre-

quency κ2
Ω = (2Ω/r)d(Ωr2)/dr = 2Ω2 for a Keplerian

disk (κ2
Ω = 4Ω2 for a flat rotation curve). In the follow-

ing we will assume that the disk is marginally Toomre-

stable, Q ≈ 1, as observed in many spiral and starburst

disks, also at high redshift (Krumholz 2015, and refer-

ences therein).

For a thin disk in a spherical potential, the equation

for vertical (i.e. along the ξ coordinate) hydrostatic

equilibrium, ∂pd/∂ξ = ρd∇φ. Using the above defini-

tion of Ω, an approximate solution for the disk pressure

is then

pd ≈ ρdΩ2H2. (24)

Thus, it is H = cs/Ω.

When the shell impacts the disk, it adds an external

pressure equal to ps. For simplicity, we assume that the

disk is oriented face-on with respect to the shell propa-

gation direction (angle θ = 0); this maximises the effect

of the outflow on the satellite7. Such compression is

physically equivalent to an enhanced effective gravita-

tional field: by reducing the scale height, it induces a

density enhancement.

If the outflow pressure compresses the disk without

ablating a significant amount of gas, which is largely

preserved by the gravitational pull of the dark matter

halos (see Sec. 5), then Σd = ρdH ≈ const. during the

passage of the shell. Moreover, if the cooling time of

the disk gas is short, which is the case given the high

densities, the transformation is close to isothermal (cs ≈
const.). These two facts entail that Q ∝ cs/Σd remains

≈ 1 through the compression.

We then rewrite eq. 24 as

p ≈ ρdΩ2H2 + ps, (25)

and, by rearranging the terms, obtain

H =
cs
Ω

[
1− 1

2
M2 ρs

ρd

]1/2

≡ cs
Ω′
, (26)

whereM = vs,e/cs is the Mach number of the shell with

respect to the disk sound speed. The last term defines

7 The predictions for a generic inclination angle θ can be obtained
by substituting ps with ps cos θ in eq. 20.

the new (and higher) angular frequency Ω′ that embeds

the effects of the outflow pressure on the disk. The final

step is to derive an expression for ρd by substituting eq.

26 into eq. 23,

ρd =

√
2

π

ΩΩ′

GQ
(27)

to obtain the relation

Ω′2 −
(

Ω2
s

Ω

)
Ω′ − Ω2 = 0 (28)

which expresses Ω′ as a function of Ω. We have in-

troduced the frequency Ω2
s(σ, d) = (Q/2

√
2)M2πGρs ∝

t−2
ff which is associated with the free-fall time, tff , of the

shell gas. Numerically,

Ωs = 1.16× 10−13Qσ
5/3
200 d

−1
kpc s−1. (29)

The solution is

Ω′ =

√
Ω4
s + 4Ω4 + Ω2

s

2Ω
(30)

Note that it is always Ω′ > Ω, and as Ωs → 0, Ω′ ≈ Ω.

The surface SF rate is usually taken to occur, both in

normal and starburst galaxies, at a fraction ε ≈ 0.02

(Kennicutt 1998; Krumholz 2015) of the local dynamical

timescale8:

Σ̇?(r) = εΩ(r) Σd (31)

During the passage of the outflow stars form at a rate

given by Ω′ rather than by Ω. The SF is then enhanced

by the ratio

E =
Ω′

Ω
=

√
Ω4
s + 4Ω4 + Ω2

s

2Ω2
> 1. (32)

Eq. 32 is graphically depicted in Fig. 2, where we have

set σ200 = 1 and σ∗,200 = 0.82, corresponding to η =

1, i.e. a satellite marginally surviving KH instability

disruption according to eq. 19. SF is enhanced (E > 1)

in a large region of the (r, d) parameter space. The SF

increase is mild at the satellite center, but it increases

considerably at large galactocentric radius, reaching at

r = 1 kpc values as high as E ' 100 up to distances d ' 4

kpc from the QSO. The enhancement clearly decreases

with d, but it is still 1.62 (as defined by the line Ωs = Ω)

at 16 kpc.

By integrating eq. 31 over the galactocentric radius,

and using eq. 32, we find that the total galaxy lumi-

nosity, L ∝ Σ̇? (in general this is true for both the UV

8 In the following we assume that Σd(r) ≈ const. with radius r.
This is approximately true for disk galaxies, at least in the more
strongly star forming central parts (Wang et al. 2014)
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Figure 2. Outflow-induced enhancement, E , of the star
formation in a QSO satellite galaxy with velocity dispersion
σ∗,200 = 0.82 corresponding to the marginal value η = 1 for
complete gas removal given by eq. 19; smaller satellites are
destroyed by hydrodynamic instabilities. The enhancement
value (see colorbar) is shown as a function of the satellite
galactocentric radius, r, and its distance from the QSO, d;
see sketch in Fig. 1. Also shown for reference is the line
Ωs = Ω, where E = 1.62, defining the positive feedback
criterion eq. 35.

and IR luminosity, see e.g. Madau & Dickinson 2014)

integrated over the disk radius, rd, is enhanced by the

outflow by a factor (see App. A for a full derivation)

L′

L
' 1

6

(
Ωsrd
σ∗

)2

. (33)

Thus, for the case shown in Fig. 2, a satellite (QSO)

located at d = 10 kpc, with σ∗,200 = 0.82 (σ200 = 1),

and taking Ωs from eq. 29, the luminosity increases by

80% within rd = 1 kpc (and by 7 times for rd = 3 kpc).

6.1. Positive feedback criterion

As a simple criterion to estimate whether the QSO

feedback can trigger a SF burst in a companion galaxy

we require that Ωs > Ω; from eq. 32 this condition

entails E = Ω′/Ω > (1 +
√

5)/2 = 1.62.

Starting from the definitions of Ωs and Ω in Sec. 6,

the condition can be written as√
Qfg

2
√

2

(
σ

cs

)( r
d

)(vs,e
σ∗

)
> 1. (34)

Then, recalling the expression for η in eq. 19, one can

substitute for the last factor in the previous equation,

finally obtaining a physical criterion for positive feed-

back:
d

r
< 15

√
Q
σ200

η1/2
, (35)

which can be evaluated, for example, at the disk radius

r = rd. The criterion relates the quenching (by gas re-

moval) parameter η (eq. 19) and the ratio d/rd between

the satellite distance from the QSO and its disk radius

for a given value of σ200 of the QSO host galaxy.

Three possible outcomes of the outflow-satellite inter-

action are possible, as depicted in Fig. 3. If η < 1,

implying satellite halo masses <∼ 1/2 of the QSO host,

the satellite gas is wiped away by KH instability and

its SF suppressed. If the satellite survives the pas-

sage of the shock, the fate depends on the location of

the satellite at that moment. For σ200 = 1, satellites

located within (10 − 15) rd from the QSO have their

SF/luminosity enhanced by a factor > 1.62 (the precise

value can be computed from eq. 33). At larger dis-

tances, the satellite is basically unaffected by the out-

flow. Clearly, less/more luminous quasars residing in

less/more massive halos (as an example we show in Fig.

3 the cases σ200 = 0.5, 1.5) extend their positive feed-

back to smaller/larger distances.

The duration of the burst is approximately equal to

the time during which the disk gas gets compressed and

then re-expands to the original configuration after the

shock passage: δts = δtc + δte. The compression time

can be simply computed as δtc = δRs/vs,e = d/4vs,e =

0.26σ
−2/3
200 dkpc Myr. The re-expansion time is equal to

δte = H/cs = Ω−1 = rd/
√

2σ∗. Hence, the total dura-

tion of the burst is

δts = 0.26σ
−2/3
200 dkpc + 3.5σ−1

∗,200rd,kpc Myr (36)

Hence, for a configuration in which σ200 = 1, dkpc =

10, σ∗,200 = 0.82 (corresponding to η = 1), and rd,kpc =

1, we find that the duration of the burst ≈ 7 Myr.

7. OBSERVATIONAL TESTS

Our model predicts that QSO outflows can quench,

enhance or leave star formation unchanged in satellite

galaxies, depending on the conditions set by eqs. 19 and

35, and graphically shown in Fig. 3. These conditions

depend on four parameters (σ, σ∗, d, rd) which can in

principle be obtained from observations of QSO–satellite

systems. However, at present, the available data, which

at high-z are essentially restricted to those analyzed in

Venemans et al. (2020) and Trakhtenbrot et al. (2017),

do to not allow to derive such parameters in a reliable

way. Let us discuss the critical issues.
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Figure 3. Possible fates for a satellite engulfed by a QSO
outflow as a function of the quenching parameter η (eq. 19)
and the ratio d/rd between the satellite distance from the
QSO and its disk radius (see Fig. 1). In addition to the
fiducial value σ200 = 1 (solid line), the (dashed) curves for
σ200 = 0.5, 1.5 are also shown. SF in small satellites (η < 1,
grey area) is quenched; larger ones have their SF rate en-
hanced (positive feedback, red area) if they are located suf-
ficiently close to the QSO when they are hit by the outflow.

The values of σ (and, analogously, σ∗) can be ob-

tained from the measured [CII] line FWHM. We recall

that for a truncated isothermal sphere σ = vc/1.4, and

vc = 0.75 FWHM/ sin i, where i is the galaxy inclination

(Ho 2007; Venemans et al. 2015b). The inclination an-

gle is usually derived from the observed minor-to-major

axis ratio: i = cos−1(amin/amax), assuming a thin disk

geometry.

Unfortunately, due to the limited spatial resolution

of the experiment, Venemans et al. (2020) provide the

axis ratio only for the 27 QSO hosts in their sample,

but not for the (27) detected satellites. This prevents

us to obtain a precise value of σ and σ∗ from the [CII]

line FWHM. Nevertheless, by making the very rough

assumption that sin i = 0.7 (the mean over the QSO

sample) for both the satellites and the QSO hosts, we

find 〈η〉 = 1.25 ± 0.53. Although very uncertain, this

value suggests that indeed the observed satellite galaxy

population overall fulfils the condition η > 1, thus hav-

ing survived the potential gas removal by the outflow.

A much more refined analysis is impossible with the

available data. This problem is even more severe when

trying to apply the positive feedback criterion (eq. 35)

which requires the knowledge of d and rd. The former

quantity suffers by the uncertainty in the determina-

tion of the satellite position along the line of sight (the

projected separation is instead reasonably determined),

which is heavily affected by the unknown peculiar veloc-

ity of the system. The measurement of the satellite disk

radius, rd, would instead require higher spatial resolu-

tion observations. Future experimental efforts will likely

overcome both these problems.

In spite of the above difficulties, we can still perform

some useful, albeit preliminary, comparison with avail-

able data. To this aim, from the Venemans et al. (2020)

and Trakhtenbrot et al. (2017) data we build the dis-

tribution of the ratio, LCII/ν0Lν0 , between the [CII]

and FIR continuum luminosity at rest-frame frequency

ν0 = 1900 GHz, for z >∼ 5 quasar satellites. The distri-

bution spans the (log) range from −2.5 to −1.6, with

a median value of −2.2. In Fig. 4 such distribution

is compared with that obtained for z >∼ 5 field galax-

ies by two ALMA surveys, i.e. ALPINE and REBELS.

We note a striking (2.5σ) difference between the two

distributions. Field galaxies have on average a 3 times

lower [CII]/continuum ratio. Given that the satellite

and field galaxy sample have an essentially identical

mean LCII ≈ 109L�, the difference can only be due to

a higher FIR continuum luminosity of the satellites. As

the FIR luminosity is proportional to the SF rate, we

conclude that SF in satellites is generally enhanced, in-

dicating a positive feedback effect.

Let us interpret this evidence in the framework of our

model, which predicts that SF is enhanced when the

condition η > 1 and the positive feedback criterion are

simultaneously satisfied. Galaxies that are quenched by

the outflow (η < 1) have low mass. Hence, not only they

are intrinsically faint, but their luminosity is further de-

creased by SF quenching. As a result, observations are

biased toward massive satellites which are made even

brighter by positive feedback.

8. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have presented a model for the interaction between

a QSO outflow and its satellite galaxies with the aim of

determining whether the outflow affects the star forma-

tion (SF) in these systems. A priori, the outflow might

(i) strip the gas from the satellite by inducing powerful

instabilities, thus quenching SF (negative feedback), or

(ii) compress the gas leading to an enhancement of the

SF activity (positive feedback). We have clarified the

possible outcomes of the interaction depending on the

system configuration parameters, such as the QSO (σ),

and satellite (σ∗), halo velocity dispersion, their relative

distance, d, and satellite disk radius, rd. We find that:
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Figure 4. Measured ratio between the [CII] luminos-
ity, LCII, and the FIR continuum monochromatic lumi-
nosity, ν0Lν0 , at rest-frame ν0 = 1900 GHz (wavelength
λ0 = 158 µm) in galaxies at z > 5. We show the distri-
bution for REBELS (green, z ∼ 7, Bouwens et al. 2021),
ALPINE (blue, z ∼ 5, Le Fèvre et al. 2020), and quasar
satellite (red, z ∼ 4.5 − 6, Trakhtenbrot et al. 2017; Vene-
mans et al. 2020) galaxies. The median LCII/L1900 value for
REBELS+ALPINE galaxies, and QSO satellites is shown
by a vertical dashed line (in grey and red, respectively). De-
spite all these galaxies have comparable LCII (see legend),
the QSO satellites show a lower LCII/L1900 ratio with re-
spect to field galaxies, implying a larger FIR luminosity, and
hence SF rate.

� Small satellites with a velocity dispersion σ∗ <

164 σ
2/3
200 km s−1 have their SF quenched by insta-

bilities and lose the majority of their gas.

� SF, and hence UV/IR luminosity, in larger satel-

lites is typically boosted by 80%; even more size-

able boosts are possible under the condition ex-

pressed by eq. 33. The SF burst typically lasts

5− 10 Myr.

� We have derived a simple criterion (eq. 35 leading

to a SF enhancement E > 1.62:

d

rd
< 15

√
Q
σ200

η1/2
(37)

where Q is the satellite disk Toomre parameter;

η > 1 is required to prevent complete gas removal

from the satellite. Such “positive feedback” crite-

rion is graphically shown in Fig. 3.

� We have tested the model against recent ALMA

data by Venemans et al. (2020). We show that,

in agreement with model predictions, observed

satellites of z ' 6 QSOs have on average (i)

〈η〉 = 1.25 ± 0.53, indicating that these systems

were able to survive the passage of the outflow,

(ii) a 3× higher SF rate due to the outflow posi-

tive feedback.

Before concluding a few points are worth emphasising.

When comparing the model results with data we have

assumed that the radial distance d at the time at which

the outflows overruns the satellite corresponds to the

observed one. This does not account for non-circular or-

bits. We have also assumed that the satellite disk is ori-

ented perpendicular to the outflow velocity vector, and

that the satellite velocity can be neglected compared to

the outflow one. While these can be considered as rea-

sonable assumptions not affecting the general validity of

the conclusions, more detailed work, probably requiring

dedicated numerical simulations, is needed to assess the

actual impact of these effects.

Another simplification regards the imposed a spheri-

cal outflow geometry. If instead the outflow is, e.g. bi-

conical, some of the satellites will not be overrun by

the shell, and therefore they will not be affected by the

processes described here. Progress on this issue can

only come from experimental constraints on the out-

flow geometry. Such model refinements would be rather

straightforward, and could provide a better statistics of

the feedback effects on the satellite population of a given

QSO. Finally, one should consider the possibility that

the QSO luminosity is intermittent, i.e. the observed

value significantly different from its long-term average.

This aspect has been preliminarly considered by Zubo-

vas & Nardini (2020, and references therein), but its role

in the present context needs to be further examined.
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APPENDIX

A. LUMINOSITY ENHANCEMENT

We provide here the derivation of eq. 33 quantifying the enhancement of the satellite luminosity due to the (positive)

feedback outflow. We assume that the total galaxy luminosity is L ∝ Σ̇?, which generally holds for both the UV and

FIR bands (Madau & Dickinson 2014). Then, before the arrival of the outflow it is

L ∝ 2π

∫ rd

0

Σ̇?rdr = 2π

∫ rd

0

εΩ(r)Σgrdr = 2πεΣg

∫ rd

0

√
2
σ∗
r

Σ̇?rdr = 2
√

2πεΣgσ∗rd (A1)

We can write and analogous expression for the enhanced luminosity, L′, resulting form the gas compression induced

by the outflow by simply substituting Ω with Ω′ in the second equality of the previous equation:

L′ = 2π

∫ rd

0

εΩ′(r)Σgrdr = 2πεΣg

∫ rd

0

[√Ω4
s + 4Ω4 + Ω2

s

2Ω

√
2
]
rdr. (A2)

after some straightforward manipulation of eq. A2 we obtain

L′ =
2πεΣgΩ

2
s

2
√

2σ∗
r3
d

[ ∫ 1

0

dy
√
y4 + a4 +

1

3

]
, (A3)

where a = (2σ∗/Ωsrd). The integral can be written in terms of the incomplete hypergeometric function, and it is equal

to a2
2F1(−1/2, 1/4; 5/4;−1/a4). We note that for most situations of interest here, a � 1. In that case, the integral

is ≈ 1/3. By taking the ratio L′/L we get to the final expression in eq. 33

L′

L
' 1

6

(
Ωsrd
σ∗

)2

. (A4)
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